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REPORT OF STRATEGIC DIRECTOR OF SERVICE REFORM

TO OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY BOARD 

ON 4TH MARCH 2020

TITLE: MyWork – enabling our people to be smarter in how they work.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

That Members note the significant progress made in embedding MyWork as Salford’s 

approach to smart working, which is supporting employees to deliver better outcomes 

and services for the residents of Salford.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:

This report introduces MyWork which is a fundamentally different approach to how, 

when and where we work.  It seeks to support employees to balance their 

responsibilities in and out of work and, at the same time, increase performance and 

productivity in delivering excellent services for the residents of Salford.

BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS: 

DETAILS:

1. Background 

The nature of work is changing - as we reform services to respond to the 

requirements of our citizens, putting place-based working and integrated delivery and 

a digital first approach at the core of how we deliver services.  We need to be able to 

provide quicker, easier, better services to our residents, as well as consider the 

wellbeing, productivity and effectiveness of our workforce.
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Working smarter means that we need to challenge the assumptions connected with 

new ways of working and bring new approaches to leadership, where and how 

people work and skills development.  Transforming how we work is essential if we 

are to successfully reform services to respond to the requirements of our citizens.  

We are providing our employees with the right tools to enable them to work from the 

most appropriate place, whilst being able to access the right information and 

systems, avoiding unnecessary travel and freeing up more time to respond to the 

needs of our citizens.

2. What is MyWork?
MyWork is a fundamentally different approach to how, when and where we work and 

is the brand for these new ways of working.  It encompasses being able to work in a 

place-based way in the communities that we serve, accessible and responsive to our 

citizens, at the right time and utilising the right technology.   It seeks to support 

employees to balance their responsibilities in and out of work and, at the same time, 

increase performance and productivity in delivering excellent services for the 

residents of Salford. We have described this in an aspirational vision statement;

To empower and enable employees to be productive, efficient 

and effective, to work anywhere, anytime, creating a flexible 

workspace whilst maintaining a healthy work life balance.  

3. The benefits of MyWork

MyWork is a clear enabler to support new ways of working and the delivery of our 

Workforce, Digital and Estates Strategies.  Through our approach to workforce 

development and the Digital Skills Academy we will ensure that we are upskilling 

employees, especially in emerging digital technologies, and developing new 

leadership skills, as well as reducing turnover and associated costs. We will be able 

to support people with disabilities or long-term health conditions and our working 

carers to work in places or at times more suitable to them. 

MyWork supports the council's Carbon Management Plan which outlines our 

commitment to an aspirational 40% reduction in CO2 over five years, and is one of 

the initiatives which supports our people to make sustainable travel choices when 

travelling to, from and during work that are aligned to the needs of services and 

effective service delivery.
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MyWork will enhance our reputation and support our aspirations as an employer of 

choice; offering greater flexibility and better work life integration, extending work 

opportunities to those excluded or disadvantaged by traditional ways of working and 

providing the ability to retain people when circumstances change combined with the 

ability to recruit from a wider talent pool.

4. The core elements of MyWork

[My]Leadership

We manage through trust and measure 

performance outcomes, not presence. Our 

leaders collectively own smart working, 

embed it in their teams, and model the right 

behaviours

 [My]People

Flexible working is our default; we balance the 

freedom to choose how we work with our 

responsibility to meet business need. We are a 

great place to work; we trust each other to 

deliver and we are inclusive in everything that 

we do

[My]Workspace
We optimise our space and create efficient, 

task-focused environments that empower 

our people and encourage collaboration. 

We choose the right workspace for each 

task, and we use technology to improve 

meetings and include all participants

[My]Equipment
Our technology enables flexibility and we 

exploit new collaboration, document sharing, 

and communication tools. We are connected; 

we share information regularly and responsibly, 

and make the most of digital tools to work 

together regardless of location

There is strong leadership support for the MyWork approach however, there are a 

range of practical challenges to enabling both a shift to a culture of management by 

outcomes and in enabling leaders to embrace this way of working themselves.  As 

part of the #LeadingSalford development programme a range of masterclasses have 

been developed and commissioned to provide leaders with the skills and confidence 

to lead teams to work smarter. 

5. MyWork in action
A number of early adopter teams and services have been identified where MyWork 

can support and enable changes within those services including relocation and/or 

just a general improvement to working practices to achieve better outcomes.  
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As part of the organisational development plan for bringing together the single 

commissioning arrangements across some of the services in the People Directorate 

and the CCG, MyWork will be an enabler to new ways of working and the co-location 

of teams.  Work is also well underway with Regulatory Services and Housing 

colleagues, and with our enabling functions of HR&OD and Customer and Digital 

Services.

In addition to the early adopters, there are a number of organisational development 

programmes already underway which will benefit from integrating MyWork as an 

enabler to new ways of working as they are developed.

6. Engagement with the workforce
In addition to listening to employees in the services that are early-adopters to 

understand the support they need to adopt the MyWork principles, we have also 

engaged with the trade unions and the Salford 100 to understand how flexibility of 

approach to work can support the wider workforce with their wellbeing and work/life 

balance and deliver better services for Salford residents, and what we need to 

consider as part of the programme. 

We have been listening to some of our working carers about how the MyWork way of 

working has been supporting them with their caring roles.  We have also been 

working with some members of the Equal in Salford staff group which is the main 

voice for our employees with a disability or long term health condition, to understand 

what having a disability in the workplace feels like for them.  The purpose being to 

increase our understanding of disability in the workplace, particularly around the four 

core elements of MyWork and inform new ways of working, as well as develop 

guidance for everyone including personal responsibility for the health, safety and 

wellbeing of our workforce.

7.  MyWork in neighbourhoods using our existing spaces
The first community based MyWork space to go live was Pendleton Gateway, 

followed by The Landing and Walkden Gateway. Work is now underway on planning 

for Broughton Hub, Swinton and Eccles Gateway, with Broughton Hub due to go live 

in early March 2020.  
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We are also working with some of our partner organisations including the University 

and SCL to identify further work spaces in different locations to ensure accessible 

workspaces are available for employees to use across the city.

8. Aligning MyWork with existing digital, data and technology plans 
There are a number of other existing strategies and plans in place, including the roll 

out of Windows 10 laptops and a move to Office 365. MyWork will be aligned with all 

of the digital, data and technology plans to ensure that we can maximise the impact 

of any changes and capitalise on the significant benefits that MyWork offers as a real 

enabler for change and establishing and embedding new ways of working. 

This planned update across the organisation is essential to ensure that we are 

secure and protected from any new viruses or security problems once our existing 

Windows 7 software enters ‘end of life.’ Failure to upgrade to Windows 10 leaves us 

extremely vulnerable to any emerging cyber security threats, and means we would 

no longer be compliant with ISO 27001. 

Once the roll out of the new Windows 10 devices is complete, all employees will have 

the ability to work from anywhere as the organisation becomes 100% agile  – this 

includes making all meeting rooms fully functional as smart meeting rooms, with 

integrated technology that allows meetings to be conducted quickly and simply even 

when some participants are physically elsewhere.   

The ICT landscape is evolving at pace, with distributed teams across the city, brand-

new business models, and complex security issues. The right digital tools will 

connect and support employees, wherever they are, to encourage productivity, 

engagement, and collaboration creating efficient operating systems, enterprise-grade 

security tools, and seamlessly integrated workplace productivity applications.

The City Council will also be taking advantage of updated security features in 

Windows 10 to help protect employees and organisational data. Additional layers of 

protection in Windows 10 help us do a better job of protecting data and detecting 

risky behaviors and sophisticated attacks. With each release of Windows 10, new 

features and tools help us quickly detect malware and respond to threats or 

cyberattacks - continually enhancing data security in our environment.
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9. Engagement with services
Engagement with individual services forms a critical part of the implementation, and 

meaningful and timely workforce involvement, engagement and communication is 

essential to the success of MyWork.  In addition to the planned rollout it is anticipated 

that through general communication and engagement with services many will start to 

adopt the MyWork principles and ways of working as an enabler to improving service 

delivery.

10.  MyWork as ‘business as usual’
MyWork is an enabler to support service improvement and more efficient and 

effective working practices.  To ensure that we embed the MyWork principles and 

approach into our business as usual arrangements, the personas will be considered 

as we develop role profiles, flexible working will form part of considerations when 

roles become vacant, are reviewed or new roles are designed and the ‘happy to talk 

flexible working’ tagline and campaign will appear where appropriate in our adverts. 

MyWork and the typical requirements for each persona will be embedded in to our 

‘Welcome to Salford’ on-boarding arrangements to ensure the provision of 

appropriate technology and kit before a new employee joins, and we will model the 

right behaviours from the top down.  

11.A digitally skilled workforce 
To be able to achieve our vision for a flexible and effective workplace strategy, 

supporting our people to develop the right digital skills is essential. 

As part of the MyWork offer, we have engaged a specialist partner (Minttulip) to 

support and work with the HR &OD team to further enhance the support for our 

people. 

Our Digital Skills Academy has been developed to support and develop digital 

capabilities across the organisation and offers four digital pathways, supporting all of 

our workforce to develop and improve their digital skills, so that they can operate 

safely and confidently online and most importantly make the most of new technology 

in their work and personal life.  
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